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Why are women-owned businesses overall smaller
than men-owned businesses?
Type of Business
The most common reason cited for women-owned businesses being smaller (less sales/receipts,
and fewer employees) than men’s is the type of businesses that women entrepreneurs tend to
choose. Women-owned businesses are concentrated in industry sectors characterized by firms
that are smaller in size and in sales/receipts. Women are more likely to own businesses in the
services sector, such as in health care, education, and personal or retail services. Women-owned
businesses dominate the subsectors of apparel manufacturing, health and personal care stores,
miscellaneous store retailers, internet retailers that require little capital for start-up and operation,
and specialized design services. Men are more likely to own businesses in manufacturing or
construction.i
Why do women entrepreneurs gravitate to these lower-performing types of businesses? One
reason is that an entrepreneur’s choice of business is usually closely linked to her or his
education and professional experience. Women tend to choose post-secondary courses of study
in academic fields like education, sociology, languages, and social work. A woman’s
professional experience is often a function of occupational segregation: Women tend to choose
careers in female-dominated, lower-paying occupations. It follows that they are more
comfortable starting businesses in these industry subsectors.
Choice of business may also be influenced by less start-up capital, and the need for flexibility
and limitation in hours, necessitated by women’s family caregiving responsibilities.

Access to Capital
Women entrepreneurs are more likely to self-finance and less likely to have outside investors—
both for start-up and for growth. A report in 2010 by the U.S. Department of Commerce found
that, on average, women-owned businesses had only 64 percent of the start-up capital of menowned businesses and were less likely to tap outside financing over the business’ lifetime,
including loans, angel investments, and venture capital.ii Less start-up and growth capital means
slower growth and fewer employees.
Further, firms with higher levels of start-up capital are less likely to close and more likely to
have higher profits and sales and to hire employees.iii

Goals (underlying reasons for owning a business)
Some research has found that the only statistically significant predictor of business growth is not
the industry, size of business or length of time in business; it is the entrepreneur's goal for
growth.iv There is evidence that women entrepreneurs seem to have different performance
expectations than men for their businesses, expecting lower sales and employment. This,
however, may be a question of cause and effect: the lower expectations of women business
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owners might be a function of the types of businesses that women start—businesses that are not
likely to grow rapidly or greatly nor to employ many workers.
For mothers and women caring for elderly loved ones, self-employment or entrepreneurship may
offer a greater opportunity for the flexibility necessary to balance family and work
responsibilities.v,vi A 1997 studyvii found this work/life balance to be one of the most important
entrepreneurial motives for women. This study examined the reasons 129 women executives and
professionals left large organizations to become entrepreneurs and how they measured success.
The researchers found that the women entrepreneurs measured success in terms of “selffulfillment and goal achievement. Profits and business growth, while important, were less
substantial measures of their success.”
Similarly, a 1994 study by the National Foundation of Women Business Ownersviii found that
men defined success and achievement in terms of concrete goals, whereas women defined
success as "having control over their own destiny, building ongoing relationships with clients,
and doing something worthwhile from which they can derive fulfillment."
These two studies are twenty years old, but women still typically bear the lion’s share of family
caregiving responsibilities,ix whether it be caring for young children or for aging parents or
spouses. Thus, there remains a strong motivation on the part of women to have the flexibility in
work hours and schedule that allows them to shoulder their dual roles of family breadwinner and
caregiver.

Other Reasons Women-Owned Businesses are Smaller than Men’s









Women’s family caregiving responsibilities may allow less time than men for the duties of
business ownership, influencing women’s choice of business and their expectations of
business performance. About half of self-employed women work part-time (less than 30
hours per week) and approximately a third base their businesses within the home.x
Women business owners are less likely to have prior work experience in a business whose
goods and services are similar to those provided by the owner’s business—an important
determinant of business outcomes.xi,xii
Research by the U.S. Department of Commerce found that women tend to be more riskaverse than men, especially in terms of financial risk.xiii Such financial risk aversion could
influence the type of business chosen, the amount and type of start-up and growth capital,
and the desire to expand.
Because there are disproportionately fewer women-owned businesses, women entrepreneurs
have smaller peer networks, and fewer mentors and role models.
Lack of relationships with bankers and limited knowledge about financial products and
services may explain to a large degree why women entrepreneurs are less likely to seek more
sophisticated forms of financial products and services.xiv
Contracts with other businesses or with government offer great potential for business growth.
However, both corporate and government sectors increasingly “bundle” (consolidate
purchasing through a limited number of large suppliers), making it difficult for womenowned companies, which are usually smaller, to compete for contracts. Large prime
contractors, which are usually men-owned, may include women-owned businesses as
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subcontractors in their bids in order to meet requirements to have women- and minorityowned businesses; however, the Wall Street Journal maintains that women consistently
report that the prime contractor never gives them any of the work once the contract has been
awarded.xv
Young and small businesses were disproportionately negatively impacted during the Great
Recession.xvi,xvii The fact that the number of women-owned businesses is increasing at a far
greater rate than that of men-owned businesses means that there are proportionately more
“young” women-owned businesses. Women-owned businesses also are on average smaller
than men-owned businesses.
Women and minorities tend to have fewer assets (e.g., savings, homeownership) than White
males. They therefore are limited in their ability to self-finance or provide collateral for
business loans.

Businesses Owned by Women of Color
Women entrepreneurs from communities of color face the dual challenges of their gender and
their race/ethnicity.
Research identifies three core causes for lower growth and success rates among AfricanAmerican and Latino owned businesses: (1) less capital for start-up and expansion—due to fewer
assets (e.g. savings, homeownership) for self-financing or business loan collateral, and to limited
access to external sources of capital; (2) lower levels of relevant owner business knowledge—in
terms of education levels and experience in family-owned businesses; and (3) more limited
market access—including the tendency to focus on co-ethnic rather than broader markets.xviii
Minority owned businesses were particularly hard hit during the Great Recession if owners
depended on home equity as a means to provide capital to their businesses. Home mortgage
foreclosures fell disproportionately on urban minority neighborhoods.xix,xx,xxi

The Myth of Women-Owned Businesses Underperforming
We do not blame the gender wage gap on women being sub-standard workers. We look instead
at the causes of the gender wage gap: choice of occupation, fewer hours worked during a
woman’s lifetime because of her family caregiving responsibilities, societal undervaluation of
“women’s work,” discrimination.
It is also incorrect to say that women-owned businesses “underperform.” The accurate
characterization is to say that women-owned businesses show “constrained performance.”xxii The
constraints include the type of business chosen, access to capital, limitations on time to devote to
a business due to family caregiving responsibilities, fewer assets to invest. These constraints do
not equate to women entrepreneurs being less competent than their male peers.
In fact, research suggests that, “while female‐owned firms differ from male‐owned firms in
terms of many control variables, (such as industry, owners' previous experience and hours
worked) they are no less successful.” xxiii
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